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In different circumstances every security trading mechanism have different 
impact to market quality, there’s no security trading mechanism having absolutely 
predominance. So many important security markets’ vulgate measure is adopting 
mixed trading mechanism when they design market microstructure for getting every 
trading mechanism’s advantages. Changing of  structure of investors and advancing 
of  electronic and communication technology are important elements of  promoting 
the development of mixed trading mechanism. By comparing and analyzing mixed 
trading mechanisms, NYSE’s Specialist Mechanism is a reasonable institutional 
arrangement.  
As far as practice of our securities market is concerned, present continuous 
auction trading mechanism based on advanced electronic trading platform has 
advantages of ability of matching and releasing of market information. However, in 
some special market circumstances there may be some structural defects that  can not 
ensure perfect quality in the single securities trading mechanism. According to the fact 
that the  liquidity of  ST stocks is not sufficient and their price volatility is intense 
in our securities market, it’s useful to adopt call trading mechanism improvement of 
market quality. Using NYSE’s Specialist Mechanism for reference, constructing 
mixed trading mechanism that give priority to electronic matching continuous auction 
trading mechanism with monopolize market maker mechanism as secondary could 
liquidity’s temporary lack, enhance price efficiency, decrease trading cost and boost 
up the power of regulation. How to make the market makers have motivation and ability to 
make the market and obey the rules is the important respect of constructuring running 
environment of the market maker mechanism. 
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